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1.0

Introduction

The San Joaquin River Restoration Settlement Act (Public Law 111-11) directs the
Secretary of the Interior (Secretary), acting pursuant to the Reclamation Act of 1902, as
amended, to implement the Stipulation of Settlement (Settlement), dated September 13,
2006, in the litigation entitled Natural Resources Defense Council, et al. v. Kirk Rodgers,
et al., U.S. District Court, Eastern District of California, No. CIV.S-88-1658-LKK/GGH.
The Settlement identifies a Water Management Goal “to reduce or avoid adverse water
supply impacts to all of the Friant Division long-term contractors that may result from the
Interim Flows and Restoration Flows.” Part III of Title X, Subtitle A of Public Law 11111 (Part III, refer to Appendix A) authorizes the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Reclamation (Reclamation), to provide financial assistance to local agencies within the
Central Valley Project (CVP) of California for the planning, design, environmental
compliance, and construction of local facilities to bank water underground or to recharge
groundwater to reduce, avoid, or offset the quantity of expected water supply impacts to
Friant Division long-term contractors caused by the Interim and Restoration flows
authorized by Public Law 111-11.
This document provides guidelines for obtaining Federal financial assistance for Friant
Division groundwater recharge and/or banking projects as authorized by Part III.
Consistent with statutory requirements of Part III, Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) Cost Principles, Administrative and Audit Requirements and Cost Principles for
Assistance Programs (43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 12), and Reclamation
policy, the Guidelines address the contents of a complete Project Report and cost-share
agreement. The process for obtaining funding under Part III will generally follow the
path outlined below.
Reclamation will make a Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) available on
www.grants.gov in preparation for the availability of funds to implement Part III.
Registration in the Central Contractor Registration (CCR) database will be required to
apply for the Part III financial assistance.
Part III funding will be allocated in accordance with the Reclamation Manual, Directives
and Standards (ACM 01-01) (refer to Appendix B), which states:
Reclamation awards financial assistance agreements based on merit and in
accordance with the law. Consistent with 31 U.S.C. 6301, and 505 DM 2.13,
Reclamation strongly encourages competition in the award of financial assistance.
Per the requirements of 505 DM 2.14, the determination to “single-source without
engaging in competition must be able to withstand scrutiny, should protect the
public interest, and should comport with management priorities, objectives and
statutory requirements.”
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The Reclamation Manual, Directives and Standards require that competition in the
selection and award of financial assistance include a full and open announcement,
impartial review and evaluation, and selection following the review. This full and open,
competitive application process that results in the highest ranking projects being funding
is imperative to ensure Part III funding results in the greatest public benefit. Proposals
will be ranked in part based on their demonstrated ability to provide for broad benefits in
the affected area and equitability among Friant Division long-term contractors
experiencing water supply impacts.
Project sponsors will submit applications in response to the FOA, including Project
Reports and cost breakdowns as described herein, requesting financial cost-share
assistance for construction activities and eligible planning, design, and environmental
compliance activities. Reclamation will conduct an impartial review and evaluation of
each proposal, and rank the applications based on eligibility standards and evaluation
criteria in the FOA. Each FOA will define the actual criteria used for these purposes.
Reclamation will work to negotiate cost-share agreements with project sponsors of
applications receiving the highest rankings. Reclamation anticipates making awards to
successful sponsors following the availability of funds to implement Part III.
Part III funding is authorized for the planning, design, environmental compliance, and
construction of local facilities to bank water underground or recharge groundwater and
recover such water. Costs incurred prior to the execution of a cost-share agreement by
Reclamation will be eligible as part of the non-Federal cost share provided they meet
requirements in Public-Law 111-11, OMB Cost Principles, and Reclamation policy. The
Government Accountability Office (GAO) Redbook, Chapter 10, “Federal Assistance:
Grants and Cooperative Agreements,” Section 2, “Pre-Award Costs (Retroactive
Funding)” (refer to Appendix C) identifies allowable pre-award costs based date of
incurrence. Eligible pre-award planning, design, and environmental compliance costs
must have been incurred after Public Law 111-11 was enacted on March 30, 2009.
Proposal costs incurred while putting together the application and associated
documentation are eligible under OMB Circular A-87, 2-CFR Part 225 (refer to
Appendix D). For any pre-award costs, project sponsors must demonstrate that costs
would not have been incurred otherwise, and that costs are reasonable such that they do
not diminish the public benefit from Federal funds and further the statutory purpose of
Public Law 111-11. Pre-award costs should be identified in the detailed budget estimate
that is part of the initial application. During pre-award clarifications with project
sponsors, Reclamation will determine whether pre-award costs listed in the initial
application meet these criteria.
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2.0

Project Report

2.1 Requirements
Part III of Public Law 111-11 requires appropriate planning, design, and environmental
compliance activities associated with a proposed project in order to be eligible for
Federal financial assistance. To satisfy this requirement, the project sponsor will prepare
a Project Report in accordance with the FOA. Reclamation will evaluate proposed
projects based on the information provided in the Project Report.
The Project Report must include: a statement of the problem and need, groundwater
recharge and/or banking opportunities, a description of project alternative(s), consistency
with selection considerations, an economic analysis, cost-share/Recovered Water
Account (RWA) reduction determination, an environmental analysis, legal and
institutional requirements, and financial capability to implement the project. The Project
Report should emphasize the public benefit resulting from Federal financial assistance to
the project sponsor(s).
If a Project Report has already been completed by a project sponsor in another format, or
if the information is available in other reports such as regional studies or growth
management plans, the sponsor can prepare an Executive Summary document following
the suggested outline and provide references indicating where the supporting information
may be found. The supporting information should be provided to Reclamation with the
Executive Summary.

2.2 Recommended Project Report Outline
2.2.1 Executive Summary
This can draw on existing reports and studies as described above.
2.2.2 Introduction
Identify the purpose of the study, report preparers, and the non-Federal sponsor(s) of the
project.
Describe the study area and provide an area/project map. Define the study area in terms
of the service area of the project sponsor(s), the site-specific project area where the water
will be recharged and/or banked (if different than the service area of the project
sponsor(s)), and in the larger regional, watershed or river basin context.
2.2.3 Problem and Need
Describe the water supply objective of the project sponsor(s) and all key water
management problem(s) for which the groundwater recharge and/or banking project may
provide a solution. Provide a description of the near- and long-term water demand and
Part III Guidelines
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supplies in the study area, including the expected shortages resulting from the
implementation of the San Joaquin River Restoration Program (SJRRP). Identify
quantities in acre-feet and when such quantities will be needed. Identify the cost to
acquire those supplies, if known, and assess the level of certainty associated with those
estimates.
2.2.4 Groundwater Recharge/Banking Opportunities
Address the opportunities for groundwater recharge and/or banking in the study area and
identify the sources of water available for these purposes. In acre-feet, include quantities
that could be recharged and/or recovered.
2.2.5 Description of Project Alternatives
Describe project alternatives, including the proposed project alternative, that were
considered to accomplish the water supply objective identified above. The descriptions
must contain sufficient information for Reclamation to assess the potential measures and
costs that may be necessary to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) and other applicable federal law. The descriptions should make clear how the
alternatives were analyzed and on what basis the proposed project alternative was
selected. These measures may include structural and/or nonstructural measures such as
water conservation. These alternatives may have already been addressed in other reports.
Describe the no action alternative as well as the action that the sponsor would take if
Federal funding was not provided for the project. Describe the project sponsor(s)’ ability
to recharge and recover groundwater without the project.
Provide a map or drawing for each alternative.
Provide a description of each alternative including the physical, institutional, or
operational features needed for a fully functioning alternative, and how each alternative
would operate. The description must include how each alternative would benefit the
public.
Provide an engineering cost estimate and an estimate of the project yield over the life of
the project as described in the “Economic Analysis” section of these guidelines.
The following apply to the proposed project alternative only:
•

Discuss the dedicated use of, or market for, the groundwater that would be
recovered, including the entity recovering the water and/or any contractual
commitments for using the groundwater.

•

Describe any barriers to the recovery and use of groundwater in the study area and
how these barriers would be overcome.

•

Discuss how the proposed project alternative would promote or apply a regional
or watershed perspective to water resource management or cross-boundary issues.
Describe how the Friant Division and/or other Friant Division long-term
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contractors may be able to participate and/or share in the benefits from the
proposed project. Identify known opportunities to expand, combine, or otherwise
link projects of other Friant Division long-term contractors to provide synergistic
benefits to the region.
•

Describe the nature and magnitude of Federal participation in the proposed
project alternative. Quantify the anticipated level of Federal benefit (e.g.,
quantity of annual project yield available for purchase to address unexpected
seepage losses in accordance with the Settlement) and any costs associated with
Federal participation.

2.2.6 Consistency with Selection Considerations
The “Selection Considerations” section of these guidelines identifies eligibility criteria
that will be used to determine the eligibility of a project sponsor’s application for funding
and identifies selection considerations for purposes of evaluating and ranking the project
sponsor’s application. Describe how the proposed project meets the eligibility criteria,
and provide information on the proposed project to enable an evaluation to be made in
accordance with the selection considerations.
2.2.7 Economic Analysis of Alternatives
Present an analysis of the economic feasibility of the project alternatives as described in
the “Economic Analysis” section of these guidelines. This analysis will evaluate the
cost-effectiveness of the project alternatives.
2.2.8 Recovered Water Account Reduction Determination
Sponsors must propose a method to calculate RWA reduction consistent with the “Project
Benefit Methodology” section. The only portion of projects eligible for Federal costsharing is that which is designed to provide RWA reduction. This information will
support the cost-share agreement, defined in the “Cost-Share Agreement” section.
2.2.9 Environmental Analysis of Alternatives
Provide the environmental information on the project alternatives that Reclamation will
need to fulfill its obligations under NEPA. This includes information on the existing
environment including social and cultural resources and endangered species; an
assessment of the environmental impacts of the proposed project; identification of
applicable Federal and State environmental requirements; and mitigation measures where
appropriate. Refer to the “National Environmental Policy Act and Other Applicable
Federal Environmental Statutes” section of these guidelines for further discussion on this
subject.
2.2.10 Legal, Institutional, and Regulatory Requirements
Describe the results of any consultation activities under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA), Fish and Wildlife Consultation Act (FWCA), and other applicable Federal and
State laws, that have occurred between the non-Federal sponsor and appropriate Federal,
State, regional, and local authorities during the study (refer to the “National
Environmental Policy Act and Other Applicable Federal Environmental Statutes” section
of these guidelines).
Part III Guidelines
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Identify the public health and environmental quality issues associated with the proposed
project. Include Federal, State, and local public health and environmental regulatory
requirements associated with the proposed project and the ability of the project to meet
those requirements.
Provide an analysis of the effects of the change of the source water from its current use to
the proposed groundwater recharge and/or banking use, including economic and
environmental effects, and effects on downstream water rights. Discuss any water right
issues and how they would be resolved.
Discuss how the project meets other legal and institutional requirements, if any, such as
contractual water supply obligations, Indian trust responsibilities, water rights
settlements, regional water quality control boards, county groundwater ordinances, or
other requirements not previously addressed.
Discuss known legal and institutional constraints associated with the project that may
affect the ability of the project sponsor to implement the project, how the issue(s) would
be resolved, and how the project would be affected if the issue(s) is not resolved.
2.2.11 Management and Financial Capability of the Sponsor
Present the proposed schedule and approach for project implementation and the plan for
funding the proposed project’s construction, operations and maintenance (O&M), and
replacement costs, including the non-Federal and other Federal sources of funding.
Document the sponsor’s financial capability to fund the non-Federal share of the project
costs following the “Management and Financial Capability” section of these guidelines.

2.3 Selection Considerations
2.3.1 Introduction
A project sponsor’s application must meet the minimum criteria identified in Part III of
Public Law 111-11 to be eligible for Federal financial assistance. Those applications
deemed eligible will be evaluated, prioritized, and ranked in accordance with the
performance criteria established in the FOA.
2.3.2 Eligibility Criteria
Eligibility for Federal financial assistance will be based on meeting all of the following
criteria identified in Part III:
1. Sponsors are local agencies within the CVP.
2. All or a portion of the project benefits must be dedicated to reducing, avoiding
or offsetting water supply impacts to Friant Division long-term contractors
resulting from the release of Interim Flows or Restoration Flows.
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3. Planning, design, and environmental compliance activities have been completed
in accordance with the “Project Report” section of these guidelines, or the
application requests to cost-share these activities.
4. The proposed Federal cost-share does not exceed 50 percent of the planning,
design, and environmental compliance costs and 50 percent of the construction
costs.
5. The application provides and/or assists in providing new opportunities for
recharge or banking of water underground and/or the recovery of such water,
but does not include the purchase of capacity or ownership in existing facilities.
6. The application must be a complete and fully functional unit; capable of
providing the stated benefits without the completion of future phases and
additional new facilities.
2.3.3 Evaluating, Prioritizing, and Ranking of Applications
Reclamation will evaluate, prioritize, and rank all eligible applications based on the
performance criteria established in the FOA. The evaluation process may include preaward clarifications with project sponsors. The performance criteria established in the
FOA could include, but may not be limited to, the criteria listed below.
•

Broadest Benefit: Applications will be evaluated based on their ability to provide
the broadest benefit to the Friant Division service area and the public.
Applications that provide water supply benefits for multiple Friant Division longterm contractors will be given higher priority than those applications that benefit
only one Friant Division long-term contractor. Priority will be given to
applications that provide water in Millerton Lake for the benefit of all Friant
Division long-term contractors. The prioritization process will emphasize the
equitable distribution of water supply benefits to all Friant Division long-term
contractors based on anticipated water supply impacts resulting from the
implementation of the SJRRP.

•

RWA Reduction: Applications will be evaluated based on their effectiveness at
reducing the RWA of the project sponsor(s) in relation to the anticipated water
supply impacts of each sponsor(s) resulting from the implementation of the
SJRRP. Applications that demonstrate a higher RWA reduction potential relative
to the anticipated impacts of each sponsor will be given higher priority. The
RWA reduction potential of a project will be determined in accordance with the
“Project Benefit Methodology” section of these guidelines. It should be noted
that this methodology will be incorporated into the cost-share agreement and will
be an enforceable component of the funding agreement.

•

Cost Effectiveness: Applications will be evaluated based on the Federal cost per
unit of new yield produced to provide RWA reduction. Applications with the
lowest Federal cost per unit of new yield produced to provide RWA reductions
will generally be given highest priority. It should be noted that while the
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“Economic Analysis” section determines the cost effectiveness of all project
alternatives based on total project costs, this section will evaluate the cost
effectiveness of the proposed project based on the Federal cost-share portion only.
This includes any Federal cost-share funding for planning and environmental
compliance and mitigation activities requested by the project sponsor. Therefore,
project sponsors requesting less Federal funding per unit of new yield to provide
RWA reduction will receive higher priority.
•

Environmental Impacts: Applications will be evaluated based on the number and
extent of identified environmental impacts, as well as the complexity and cost of
any mitigation strategies. Applications with fewer and less significant negative
environmental impacts will be given higher priority than applications with
significant impacts.

•

Legal, Institutional, and Regulatory Constraints: Examples constraints include:
(1) results of consultation activities under applicable Federal and State laws
between the non-Federal sponsor and appropriate Federal, State, regional, and
local authorities; (2) compatibility with Federal, State, regional, and local
environmental and public health regulatory requirements; (3) economic,
environmental, and water rights effects of changing the source water from its
current use; and (4) other applicable legal, institutional, and regulatory
requirements (e.g., contractual water supply obligations, Indian trust
responsibilities, water rights settlements, county groundwater ordinances).
Applications will be evaluated based on:
o comprehensive consideration of potential constraints;
o the number and severity of identified legal, institutional, and regulatory
constraints; and,
o complexity and cost of mitigation strategies.

•

Federal Participation: To remain eligible for funding, a project sponsor must
offer to the Secretary any project capacity in excess of that required to reduce,
avoid, and offset water supply impacts resulting from the release of Interim and
Restoration flows at a price no higher than the project sponsor’s costs; or offer to
the Secretary an expansion of project capacity if feasible. Applications having
available capacity for Federal participation, or the ability to expand capacity for
Federal participation, will be given higher priority. Projects funded under Part III
of Public Law 111-11 will be owned and operated by one or more non-Federal
project sponsors. Therefore, Federal participation in a project is expected to be
limited to operational agreements with the project sponsor(s), including, but not
limited to, agreements to bank water purchased by the Federal government in a
project sponsor’s facility or agreements to purchase yield from a project sponsor’s
facility.
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•

Management and Financial Capability: Applications will be evaluated on the
management and financial capabilities of the project sponsor(s) as determined in
accordance with the “Management and Financial Capabilities” section of these
guidelines. Applications that provide a complete and robust description of the
project sponsor(s)’ past performance with Federal financial assistance and
comprehensive and rigorous Implementation and Financial Plans will be given
higher priority over applications that demonstrate a poor history of performance
and provide vague Implementation and Financial Plans with little detail.

2.4 Economic Analysis
2.4.1 Introduction
Reclamation must demonstrate prudent use of Federal financial resources. A Project
Report for a Part III groundwater recharge and/or banking project must include an
assessment of the economic feasibility of the proposed project and its alternatives. This
assessment must demonstrate the degree to which the groundwater recharge and/or
banking project is cost effective.
2.4.2 The Economic Analysis
The basic guidelines for evaluating water development projects at the Federal level are
embodied in the Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and
Related Land Resource Implementation Studies (P&Gs). However, Part III groundwater
recharge and banking projects are locally sponsored projects with Reclamation
participation. The local sponsor owns the project and is responsible for O&M; therefore,
the projects are not to be construed as Federal projects. Because these projects are not
federally built and owned, the P&Gs and the National Economic Development test will
not be applied. Rather, the economic analysis described in this section will be used by
Reclamation to evaluate the project in comparison to other proposed projects.
Proposed projects and their alternatives will be compared on the cost effectiveness of
producing a water supply or reducing water demand such that water supply impacts
associated with the SJRRP are reduced, avoided, or offset. While there is a conceptual
difference between economic benefit evaluation and cost effectiveness, cost effectiveness
is a viable means of evaluating proposed projects, as long as the Part III legislative
requirements are addressed. Economic benefits are concerned with additions to the
Nation’s output of goods and services and/or improvements in the efficiency of
production of those goods and services, whereas cost effectiveness is more typically
associated with the comparison of alternatives for producing the intermediate product, in
this case the water supply, and is expressed as the cost per unit of water produced
(Project Cost/Project Yield).
The project sponsor(s) will provide the primary inputs to the cost effectiveness analysis,
including detailed information on project costs and benefits as measured by the yield
from the project. These are described in more detail in the sections below.
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Project Cost

Provide a construction cost estimate for each project alternative in sufficient detail to
permit evaluation and comparison of the alternatives. Construction cost estimates will
generally include costs for major structures, facilities, or other types of construction as
appropriate for the project. Direct construction costs should be based on quantities and
unit prices. Lump-sum estimates should be used only for items of relatively small cost
and where developing the estimates are impractical or unnecessarily costly. If the project
sponsor is requesting Federal cost sharing for planning, environmental compliance, and
design activities, these costs should also be included in the project cost of the alternatives.
Contingency costs are expressly unallowable unless the recipient can demonstrate that
costs will be incurred. Allowable contingency costs must have a verifiable basis for a
calculated amount. Determination of contingency costs may be supported by analysis of
past similar projects.
Indirect costs may be based on agreed upon rates with other government agencies or a
federally negotiated agreement. If these are not available, the recipient may use an audit
by a qualified Certified Public Accountant (CPA) or other qualified entity who has
developed indirect rates. If an audit is used the recipient should provide a letter and other
supporting documentation from the CPA which shows the pool cost composition, the
composition of the base, and calculations.
Project Yield

Determine the yield, or amount of recoverable supply, of each project alternative over the
expected life of the project for the purpose of reducing the RWA. The engineering
analysis will use a project life cycle of 30 years and a corresponding period of the
hydrologic record. Note: If a proposed project’s life-cycle yield exceeds the water supply
impacts due to Interim and Restoration flows over the life of the project, the portion of a
project’s yield above the water supply impacts cannot be included in the cost
effectiveness calculation.

2.5 Project Benefit Methodology
2.5.1 Introduction
Part III of Public Law 111-11 requires the development of a method, acceptable to the
Secretary, for quantifying the benefit that will result from the proposed project in terms
of reducing, avoiding, or offsetting the water supply impacts caused by the release of
Interim and Restoration flows. The project benefits quantified under this methodology
will justify the portion of a project that a local agency designates as eligible for Federal
financial assistance through a cost-share agreement. The project benefits quantified
under this methodology will also serve as the basis for the magnitude of reductions to a
local agency’s RWA resulting from the implementation of projects made possible
through Federal financial assistance.
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2.5.2 Federal Cost-Share Eligibility
To determine the portion of a proposed project eligible for Federal financial assistance, a
project sponsor must demonstrate the project’s ability to reduce, avoid, or offset the water
supply impacts resulting from the release of Interim and Restoration flows. This can be
accomplished by documenting the total expected water supply impacts to the project
sponsor(s) and the expected capability of the project to reduce, avoid, or offset these
impacts over the life of the project.
The project sponsor(s) must perform a technical analysis to demonstrate the total yield of
the project over the life of the project as described in the “Economic Analysis” section of
these guidelines. The total project life-cycle yield will be compared with the total
expected water supply impacts incurred over the life of the project as determined by the
Settlement Model of Deliveries and Releases from Friant Dam. Any portion of a project
that provides yield in excess of the total water supply impacts is not eligible for Federal
financial assistance.
2.5.3 Recovered Water Account Reductions
Reductions to RWAs resulting from the implementation of projects receiving Federal
financial assistance for construction under Part III will be quantified in accordance with a
method proposed by the project sponsor(s) in the Project Report and agreed to by
Reclamation. The method should be based on actual deliveries of water to any portion of
a project that has received Federal cost-share funding and should be initiated upon
signing of the cost-share agreement.

2.6 National Environmental Policy Act and Other Applicable
Federal Environmental Statutes
2.6.1 Introduction
A Reclamation agreement to provide construction funds for a locally sponsored
groundwater recharge and/or banking project is a Federal action to which NEPA applies.
NEPA and accompanying Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations require
Reclamation to determine the environmental impacts of its proposed actions before
implementing the proposed actions.
The ESA, the FWCA, the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), and other
environmental statutes, as well as cultural resources, Native American, and
environmental justice requirements also apply to such funding agreements. Reclamation
must determine, in consultation with the appropriate agencies, whether certain species or
other resources will be affected by a specific project.
2.6.2 Policies
Reclamation may execute a cost-share agreement for construction of a groundwater
recharge and/or banking project prior to completion of NEPA and other environmental
and cultural resource requirements, however, environmental and other associated
compliance shall be completed prior to the start of ground disturbing actions related to
the project. As such, notwithstanding any other provision of the cost-share agreement,
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Reclamation shall not provide any construction funds to the recipient for the project, and
the recipient shall not begin implementation of the assisted activity described in the costshare agreement, unless and until Reclamation provides written notice to the recipient
that all applicable environmental and regulatory compliance analyses and clearances have
been completed, and the recipient may begin implementation of the assisted activity.
NEPA and other environmental and cultural resource requirements must be complete
prior to providing funding for any ground-disturbing activities. If locally funded, grounddisturbing activities of a groundwater recharge and/or banking project are begun by the
local project sponsor before these requirements are met, the project sponsor assumes the
risk that their action may result in no Federal funding for the project.
2.6.3 NEPA Responsibilities
As the lead Federal agency, Reclamation will review and approve NEPA documents
prepared by the project sponsor to ensure all essential information is obtained, and the
analysis is adequate to meet NEPA standards. In addition to providing information on
other requirements specified in this section, the project sponsor should answer the
following questions about the project alternatives, which focus on the requirements of
NEPA, the ESA, and the NHPA:
• Will the project alternatives impact the surrounding environment (i.e., soil (dust),
air, water (quality and quantity), habitat)? Explain the impacts and any steps that
can be taken to minimize the impacts.
• Are there any endangered or threatened species in the project area?
• Are there wetlands inside the project boundaries? Estimate how many acres of
wetlands exist, and describe any impact the project alternatives will have on the
wetlands.
• If the project alternatives will affect individual features of an irrigation or other
conveyance system (e.g., head gates, canals, or flumes), state when those features
were constructed and describe the nature and timing of any extensive alterations
or modifications to those features.
• Are buildings, structures, or features in the project area listed or eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places?
• Are there known archeological sites in the project area?
2.6.4 NEPA Compliance Process
Once it has been established that there is a proposed Federal action, in this case a
proposed cost-share agreement for construction, Reclamation’s next step is to determine
relevant issues and the potential magnitude of environmental impacts. To do this,
Reclamation uses one of several tools, depending on the action and the issues involved.
These tools range from an Environmental Assessment (EA) leading to a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI); an EA leading to a determination of potential significant
effects and preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS); and an EIS with a
Record of Decision (ROD). Each involves a different level of effort, time, and resources.
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Not all groundwater recharge and/or banking projects will require a full EIS process or
substantial public involvement. But at a minimum, an EA should be available to the
public for review. Federal funding of groundwater recharge and/or banking project
construction does not fit under one of Reclamation’s categorical exclusions from the
EA/EIS process. Reclamation’s NEPA Handbook provides details on this process.
2.6.5 Scope of Alternatives
Reclamation will look at the entire groundwater recharge and/or banking project as
proposed, and its alternatives, including no Federal action, rather than just the impact of
the Federal funds on the project.
2.6.6 Coordination of NEPA Activities with the Project Report
NEPA activities will be completed after the project sponsor’s Project Report is submitted
and Reclamation executes cost-share agreements with the highest ranking sponsors. The
NEPA process may uncover information on alternatives, potential environmental
impacts, or mitigation not identified in the Project Report that could significantly affect
project design or construction, operational decisions, or even Federal funding decisions.
In such a case, the project sponsor will modify the project to be compliant with NEPA
and other environmental statues.
2.6.7 Other Environmental Statutes
For all other environmental requirements not discussed in this section, Reclamation and
the project sponsor will work closely together to identify and comply with the
requirements for a proposed project, and to determine who is responsible for each
requirement (Reclamation or the project sponsor). Typically, these are all considered as a
package within the NEPA process at the planning stage. For some requirements, such as
Section 7 ESA consultation, Reclamation is responsible and must take the lead. In some
cases, such as obtaining Clean Water Act (CWA), State, or local permits, the project
sponsor is responsible.
In a project, these actions may include, but are not limited to:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Consult under ESA with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) if endangered or threatened species
may be affected.
Consult under the FWCA regarding modifications to a water body that would
affect fish and wildlife.
Identify National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) (402), 404,
or other permits required under the CWA.
Identify affected historic sites or cultural resources under the NHPA or other
cultural resource statutes, and consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer
and Advisory Council for Historic Preservation.
Identify Native American or other trust resources affected.
Consider the environmental justice implications of the proposed project.
Consider the air quality implications of the proposed project.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Obtain a permit with the California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) if take
of State-listed threatened or endangered plant or animal species may occur.
Obtain an agreement with DFG if alteration to stream features may occur.
Identify and coordinate with State or Federal public health requirements regarding
recharge and recovery of groundwater supplies.
Identify and coordinate with State water right petition requirements.
Identify and coordinate with local agency regarding local plans and policies.

2.6.8 Coordination with California Environmental Quality Act
Part III projects will also need to comply with CEQA. The information from this process
will be useful in assisting Reclamation to meet its NEPA obligations, but there are
differences in compliance with the two laws and CEQA compliance cannot automatically
substitute for Reclamation’s NEPA compliance obligations. If timing permits, these
differing requirements may be addressed in a single document. The project sponsor will
be responsible for CEQA compliance.
2.6.9 The Endangered Species Act
A funding agreement for construction of a groundwater recharge and/or banking project
is an action that requires ESA compliance. Under Section 7 of the ESA, Federal agencies
are required to ensure that actions they fund, permit, or carry out are not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of a species federally listed as threatened or
endangered, or adversely affect or destroy critical habitat designated for those species.
The ESA compliance process begins with a request to either the USFWS and/or NMFS
for a report of listed species or listed critical habitat in or near a proposed project area. If
the USFWS and/or NMFS determine that there are no listed species or listed critical
habitat in or near the proposed project area, then compliance has been completed. If there
are listed species or critical habitat in or near the proposed project area, then Reclamation
prepares a biological assessment to determine if the project may affect listed species in
the area. Reclamation may designate the project sponsor or its contractor to prepare this
assessment, but Reclamation, as the responsible Federal agency, must conduct formal
consultation if that becomes necessary. If Reclamation determines there is no effect to
listed species or critical habitat then compliance is completed. If, however, Reclamation
determines that the proposed action may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the
listed species, it must obtain the concurrence of either the USFWS and/or NMFS.
If the biological assessment shows that a species or its habitat may be adversely affected,
formal consultation is required. Formal consultation is concluded when the USFWS
and/or NMFS publish a final biological opinion as to whether or not the project is likely
to jeopardize the continued existence of a species (referred to as “jeopardy” or “no
jeopardy”). Reclamation has an opportunity to review and comment on this opinion
before it is final. A jeopardy opinion usually identifies reasonable and prudent
alternatives to the project that would avoid placing the species in jeopardy or affecting
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critical habitat, and reasonable and prudent measures to reduce incidental taking of the
species.
Reclamation must notify the USFWS and/or NMFS if it accepts the alternative, and must
agree to implement the measures, before the proposed project may proceed. Reclamation
will include these measures in any funding agreement for project construction as
commitments of the project sponsor.
2.6.10 The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1934, as amended, requires Federal agencies
proposing to construct or to issue permits for construction of projects affecting streams,
lakes, or other watercourses to consult with the USFWS and State wildlife agencies
before final approval of the project. Reclamation is required to consider
recommendations made by wildlife agencies concerning the project’s wildlife aspects,
and if not implementing them, identify why. Reclamation may adopt changes in project
plans to mitigate damage to wildlife resources and, where possible, to enhance such
resources. Reclamation, however, retains the authority to decide which mitigation
measures recommended by the USFWS, if any, to incorporate into the project plan. The
mitigation recommendations made by the USFWS are incorporated into the NEPA
process in preparing an EIS or EA.
Reclamation will involve the sponsor in the process of developing mitigation measures
with the USFWS. Once agreed upon, these measures will become part of the project
design, and will be so identified in the ROD or the FONSI. Implementation or inclusion
of these measures in the project will be required.

2.7 Management and Financial Capability
2.7.1 Introduction
Pursuant to Part III, the non-Federal sponsor of a project must demonstrate the financial
capability and willingness to fund the non-Federal share of the construction costs and all
annual O&M costs. This demonstration must be included in the Project Report according
to the FOA and submitted to Reclamation along with supporting documents.
A self-certification alone is not deemed adequate because Reclamation has a
responsibility to ensure that Federal funds are prudently invested. The project sponsor(s)
must demonstrate the capability to manage and finance the project.
2.7.2 Implementation and Financial Plans
The project sponsor must include an implementation plan for the project that outlines the
plan of action and details how the proposed work will be accomplished, including the
acquisition of required permits and approvals. The plan should cite factors that might
accelerate or decelerate the work and reasons for taking this approach as opposed to
others. The plan should also describe unusual features of the project, such as design or
technological innovations, innovative cost- and time-saving measures, or extraordinary
social and community involvements required to implement the project. The
implementation activities should be shown in chronological order to depict the schedule
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of accomplishments and expected target completion dates, and the criteria to be used to
evaluate the results and success of the project should be discussed.
The project sponsor must also include a financial plan in the Project Report that includes
plans for funding the construction costs identified in the “Economic Analysis” section of
these guidelines, as well as the proposed method for funding the project O&M. The plan
should include project life-cycle funding, i.e., it should quantify and show how repairs
and replacements will be funded, as well as continuing O&M and environmental
compliance costs. If applicable, demonstration of financial capability can be drawn from
documents that have been prepared by an entity providing the non-Federal cost-share
funding and/or were required to obtain the non-Federal cost-share funding.
2.7.3 Non-Federal Funding
The non-Federal project sponsor may obtain the requisite funding by a variety of
methods. If bonding authority is used, i.e., municipal bonds, a copy of the underwriter’s
report or prospectus should be included with the project submittal. This report will
describe the inherent risk in the bond issue. A form of certification from the underwriter
is necessary to demonstrate the bonds have been sold and the money made available to
the sponsor. In those instances where non-Federal funding is dependent on the
availability of Federal funds, an indication of bond rating and impending sale will suffice
as preliminary documentation. If a bond election and/or formal approval of a governing
body (Board of Directors or City Council) is required to provide taxing authority to
refund the bonds, a certification of election results and/or a copy of the approved
resolution should be included.
In instances where a State Revolving Fund will provide some or all of the non-Federal
cost-share, a certification of loan availability should be provided. Federal sources of
funding involved in the project must also be identified, as all Federal sources of funding
together cannot exceed 50 percent.
If another financing method is used by the non-Federal sponsor, Reclamation will seek
appropriate supporting documentation during review of the application and Project
Report.
2.7.4 Additional Supporting Information
The non-Federal sponsor should include documentation of its past project performance,
including but not limited to, experience with projects of similar size and complexity,
results of any OMB Circular A-133 Single Audits, and details of any debarment or
suspension from Federal assistance programs.
Registration in the CCR database will be required to apply for the Part III financial
assistance.
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3.1 Requirements
In accordance with Part III of Public Law 111-11, a project will only be eligible for
Federal financial assistance if all or a portion of the project is designed to reduce, avoid,
or offset the quantity of expected water supply impacts to Friant Division long-term
contractors caused by the Interim or Restoration Flows, and such quantities have not
already been reduced, avoided, or offset by other programs or projects.
In accordance with Part III, Federal financial assistance will only be provided for
construction of a project if the Secretary:
1. Determines that appropriate planning, design, and environmental compliance
activities associated with such a project have been completed.
2. Has been offered the opportunity to participate in the project at a price that is no
higher than the local agency’s own costs.
3. Determines that the local agency has the financial capability and willingness to
fund its share of the project’s construction and all annual operation and
maintenance costs.
4. Determines that an acceptable method has been developed for quantifying the
benefit of the project, in terms of reducing, avoiding, or offsetting the water
supply impacts expected to be caused by the Interim or Restoration Flows, and
for ensuring appropriate adjustment in the RWA.
5. Has entered into a cost-share agreement with the local agency, which commits
the local agency to funding its share of the project’s construction costs.

3.2 Procedures and Content of Agreements
Part III of Public Law 111-11 requires the execution of a cost-share agreement with the
project sponsor(s) before awarding Federal financial assistance. In preparing cost-share
agreements, Reclamation will follow procedures in the Reclamation Manual and
Reclamation’s Financial Assistance Handbook, as well as procedures and guidance in the
CFR and the OMB Circulars listed below:
•
•

2 CFR Part 225, “Cost Principles for State, Local, and Indian Tribal
Governments”
43 CFR Part 12, “Administrative and Audit Requirements and Cost Principles for
Assistance Programs”
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•
•
•

OMB Circular A-102, “Grants and Cooperative Agreements with State and Local
Governments”
OMB Circular A-133, “Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit
Organizations.”
GAO Redbook, Chapter 10, “Federal Assistance: Grants and Cooperative
Agreements.”

Reclamation will abide by the standard definitions of cooperative agreement and grant
agreement in choosing the funding vehicle for any one action. The degree of Federal
participation in the action(s) covered by the agreement is the key factor. A grant
agreement is used when Federal participation in the activity is minimal. Cooperative
agreements are used when there is a greater degree of Federal involvement in the
activities.
Reclamation will not award assistance to applicants that are debarred or suspended, or
otherwise excluded from or ineligible for participation in Federal assistance programs.
The cost-share agreement will commit the project sponsor to annually funding its share of
the project’s planning and construction costs identified in the financial plan in the
“Management and Financial Capability” section of these guidelines. A cost-share
agreement must also include a certification that O&M expenses are not included in the
agreement, and are not in the bills and accounting records provided to Reclamation for
auditing purposes.
The cost-share agreement will include a detailed plan for reducing the RWA of the
project sponsor(s) resulting from Part III projects as described in the Project Report.
Reclamation will review each cost-share agreement annually.

3.3 Cost Sharing
Cost-share agreements will fund those portions of a project identified as reducing,
avoiding, and offsetting water supply impacts resulting from the release of Interim and
Restoration flows as defined by the project sponsor(s) in the Project Report.
Construction work performed under Section 10202 of Part III is eligible for a Federal
cost-share up to 50 percent of total eligible construction costs. Planning work performed
under Section 10202 of Part III is eligible for a Federal cost-share up to 50 percent of the
total eligible planning costs.

3.4 Allocation Schedule and Rules
Reclamation will issue an FOA on www.grants.gov in preparation for the first
appropriation of Part III funding. In response to the FOA, project sponsors will submit
applications, including the Project Report, to Reclamation. These applications will be
allocated funding based on Reclamation review and prioritization. The initial allocation
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will be limited to the amount of funding initially appropriated and will be followed by
subsequent rounds of FOAs and allocations as additional funding is appropriated. If
available, unallocated funds from the initial FOAs would be made available in
subsequent FOAs until all funds have been allocated.
For each FOA, applications will be evaluated against eligibility criteria and prioritized
and ranked in accordance with performance criteria established in the FOA, as described
in the “Selection Considerations” section of these guidelines. Sponsors of projects which
achieve sufficient rank may proceed to cost-share agreement discussions with
Reclamation. The project sponsors of those applications deemed ineligible for allocation
in any FOA may resubmit their applications during subsequent FOAs.

3.5 Timing of Cost-Share Agreements
Reclamation will develop cost-share agreements for those applications that become
eligible for reimbursement through the allocation process outlined above. As provided in
Section 2.6.2 above, Reclamation may execute a cost-share agreement prior to
completion of NEPA and other environmental compliance activities, however, all such
activities must be completed prior to starting ground disturbing actions related to the
project or funding being provided. Recipients will incur costs at their own risk prior to
entering into a cost-share agreement with Reclamation.

3.6 Eligible Cost-Share Contributions
The Reclamation Manual, Directives and Standards (Appendix B) provides guidance on
the types of local costs, in addition to construction, which may be included for costsharing purposes.
Reclamation will adhere to the GAO Redbook, which allows pre-award costs that are
incurred after program legislation has been enacted, but before an appropriation becomes
available. Public Law 111-11 was enacted on March 30, 2009; planning, design, and
environmental compliance costs incurred by project sponsors after that date may be
eligible to count as part of the non-Federal cost share. Project sponsors must also
demonstrate that costs would not have been incurred otherwise, and are reasonable, such
that they do not diminish the public benefit from Federal funds and further the statutory
purpose of Public Law 111-11. Pre-award costs should be identified in the detailed
budget estimate that is part of the initial application. During pre-award clarifications with
project sponsors, Reclamation will determine whether pre-award costs listed in the initial
application meet these criteria.
2-CFR Part 225 states, “Costs for preparing proposals for potential Federal awards are
allowable. Proposal costs should normally be treated as indirect costs and should be
allocated to all activities of the governmental unit utilizing the cost allocation plan and
indirect cost rate proposal. However, proposal costs may be charged directly to Federal
awards with the prior approval of the Federal awarding agency.” Proposal costs should be
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identified in the detailed budget estimate along with the other pre-award costs described
above.

3.7 Project Ownership
Title to projects funded under Part III will remain in one or more non-Federal local
agencies, which will also operate and maintain these projects.

3.8 Project Reporting Requirements
3.8.1 Introduction
In accordance with Part III, the Secretary is authorized to require any local agency
receiving Federal financial assistance under Part III to submit progress reports and
accountings to the Secretary, as the Secretary deems appropriate. All reports submitted
under this section will be publicly accessible.
3.8.2 Performance Reports
Performance reports will be submitted quarterly for all planning studies and construction
projects until expiration or termination of the Part III financial assistance. The
performance reports should include, at a minimum, a comparison of actual
accomplishments to the objectives established for the period, the reasons for slippage if
established objectives were not met, analysis and explanation of cost overruns, percentcomplete estimates, negative developments that will materially impair the ability to meet
the project objectives and mitigation actions that have or will be taken to resolve the
issues, and favorable developments that enable meeting objectives sooner or at less cost
than anticipated or producing more beneficial results than originally planned.
3.8.3 Financial Status Reports
Financial Status Reports will be submitted quarterly for all planning studies and
construction projects until expiration or termination of the Part III financial assistance.
The Financial Status Reports will report project outlays and project income on a cash or
accrual basis, as prescribed by Reclamation.
3.8.4 RWA Reports
Projects receiving Federal financial assistance under Part III of Public Law 111-11 will
be required to submit RWA reports to the Secretary providing a detailed accounting of
project operations to document RWA reductions in accordance with the method proposed
in the “Project Benefit Methodology” section of these guidelines and agreed to by
Reclamation. These RWA reports will be provided to Reclamation annually, or more
frequently as required to maintain consistency with the RWA accounting process
established in the Restoration Flow Guidelines, for the life of the project.
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